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I. PARTITION FUNCTIONS AND CONFORMAL CENTRAL CHARGES
The explicit results for five-sphere free energy, FTN = − logZTN , for the TN theories are given in tab. I, and the
results for the conformal central charge CT are in tab. II. For the #N,M theories, F
#N,M = − logZ#N,M and CT are
given in tab. III, IV and V, VI, respectively. We have obtained the free energies for even and odd N , M , but due to











3 13.8861 13 10796.5 23 110596. 33 475466. 43 1.38015 · 106
4 63.3184 14 14639.6 24 131395. 34 536254. 44 1.51383 · 106
5 181.527 15 19423.0 25 154993. 35 602689. 45 1.65700 · 106
6 411.093 16 25288.2 26 181632. 36 675108. 46 1.81038 · 106
7 804.544 17 32386.7 27 211560. 37 753861. 47 1.97351 · 106
8 1424.33 18 40879.6 28 245038. 38 839306. 48 2.14777 · 106
9 2342.81 19 50938.1 29 282336. 39 931811. 49 2.33332 · 106
10 3642.20 20 62743.2 30 323733. 40 1.03176 · 106 50 2.53117 · 106
11 5414.63 21 76485.8 31 369519. 41 1.13953 · 106 51 2.74019 · 106
12 7762.10 22 92366.6 32 419994. 42 1.25552 · 106 52 2.96251 · 106
TABLE I. Results of the saddle point evaluation of the five-sphere free energy for five-dimensional TN theories for 3 ≤ N ≤ 52.









3 1109.23 7 54570.9 11 358827. 15 1.27624 · 106 19 3.33300 · 106
4 4620.53 8 95768.6 12 512941. 16 1.65946 · 106 20 4.10247 · 106
5 12738.5 9 156542. 13 711839. 17 2.12291 · 106 21 4.99786 · 106
6 28248.0 10 242234. 14 963424. 18 2.67706 · 106 22 6.03219 · 106





(M, 2) (M, 4) (M, 6) (M, 8) (M, 10) (M, 12) (M, 14) (M, 16)
(2, N) 11.0521 55.9644 132.180 239.646 378.340 548.251 749.373 981.702
(4, N) 55.5040 292.953 696.826 1266.13 2000.72 2900.52 3965.52 5195.70
(6, N) 129.005 690.652 1652.01 3008.18 4757.98 6901.04 9437.21 12366.4
(8, N) 230.754 1244.40 2988.21 5451.60 8631.05 12525.2 17133.5 22455.7
(10, N) 360.400 1952.13 4700.50 8588.59 13609.5 19760.1 27039.1 35445.7
(12, N) 517.746 2812.64 6785.93 12414.1 19686.1 28596.8 39143.2 51324.0
(14, N) 702.663 3825.19 9242.54 16924.5 26855.9 39028.4 53437.7 70081.2
(16, N) 915.064 4989.26 12069.0 22117.4 35114.8 51049.9 69916.2 91709.5
(18, N) 1154.88 6304.48 15264.2 27990.9 44460.1 64657.1 88573.2 116203.
(20, N) 1422.07 7770.54 18827.5 34543.5 54889.2 79846.7 109405. 143556.
(22, N) 1716.59 9387.24 22758.3 41774.0 66400.4 96616.1 132407. 173764.
(24, N) 2038.41 11154.4 27056.0 49681.5 78992.2 114963. 157577. 206823.
(26, N) 2387.51 13071.8 31720.3 58265.2 92663.1 134885. 184913. 242731.
(28, N) 2763.85 15139.4 36750.7 67524.4 107412. 156382. 214411. 281484.
(30, N) 3167.42 17357.1 42147.2 77458.6 123239. 179451. 246071. 323080.
TABLE III. Results of the saddle point evaluation of the five-sphere free energy for the #N,M theories, for even 2 ≤ M ≤ 30
and even 2 ≤ N ≤ 16.
−F#N,M
S5
(M, 18) (M, 20) (M, 22) (M, 24) (M, 26) (M, 28) (M, 30)
(2, N) 1245.24 1539.97 1865.91 2223.05 2611.39 3030.94 3481.68
(4, N) 6591.04 8151.54 9877.20 11768.0 13824.0 16045.1 18431.3
(6, N) 15688.6 19403.7 23511.8 28012.8 32906.8 38193.6 43873.4
(8, N) 28491.7 35241.2 42704.3 50881.0 59771.2 69374.9 79692.1
(10, N) 44979.5 55640.2 67427.8 80342.1 94383.0 109550. 125845.
(12, N) 65138.2 80585.4 97665.1 116377. 136721. 158698. 182306.
(14, N) 88957.1 110065. 133403. 158972. 186771. 216800. 249060.
(16, N) 116428. 144068. 174631. 208115. 244520. 283845. 326090.
(18, N) 147542. 182588. 221341. 263797. 309957. 359821. 413387.
(20, N) 182294. 225618. 273523. 326009. 383074. 444717. 510938.
(22, N) 220679. 273150. 331172. 394743. 463861. 538525. 618735.
(24, N) 262693. 325180. 394281. 469992. 552312. 641238. 736769.
(26, N) 308330. 381703. 462845. 551751. 648419. 752847. 865032.
(28, N) 357588. 442716. 536859. 640015. 752178. 873346. 1.00352 · 106
(30, N) 410464. 508213. 616320. 734778. 863582. 1.00273 · 106 1.15222 · 106
TABLE IV. Results of the saddle point evaluation of the five-sphere free energy for five-dimensional the #N,M theories for even
2 ≤M ≤ 30 and even 18 ≤ N ≤ 30.
3C
#N,M
T (M, 2) (M, 3) (M, 4) (M, 5) (M, 6) (M, 7) (M, 8) (M, 9)
(2, N) 867.477 2182.92 3978.62 6242.7 8968.39 12151.3 15788.4 19877.4
(3, N) 2242.68 5803.35 10730.3 16985.8 24549.0 33406.7 43549.9 54971.9
(4, N) 4163.03 10893.6 20289.7 32280.1 46823.8 63894.4 83473.3 105547.
(5, N) 6628.07 17440.8 32615.3 52046.2 75671.5 103449. 135350. 171350.
(6, N) 9638.98 25441.6 47691.3 76250.4 111035. 151987. 199066. 252238.
(7, N) 13196.5 34895.8 65512.2 104876. 152883. 209461. 274554. 348120.
(8, N) 17300.9 45803.7 86075.5 137916. 201201. 275842. 361772. 458938.
(9, N) 21952.4 58165.5 109381. 175366. 255979. 351115. 460695. 584657.
(10, N) 27151.0 71981.7 135428. 217225. 317211. 435268. 571305. 725251.
(11, N) 32896.7 87252.2 164217. 263492. 384895. 528296. 693593. 880703.
(12, N) 39189.6 103977. 195748. 314166. 459030. 630195. 827549. 1.05100 · 106
(13, N) 46029.5 122156. 230021. 369248. 539613. 740961. 973170. 1.23614 · 106
(14, N) 53408.2 141789. 267037. 428736. 626645. 860595. 1.13045 · 106 1.43611 · 106
(15, N) 61351.3 162877. 306794. 492632. 720126. 989094. 1.29939 · 106 1.65091 · 106
TABLE V. Results of the saddle point evaluation of the conformal central charge C
#N,M
T for the #N,M theories for 2 ≤M ≤ 15
and 2 ≤ N ≤ 9.
C
#N,M
T (M, 10) (M, 11) (M, 12) (M, 13) (M, 14) (M, 15)
(2, N) 24416.6 29404.7 34840.6 40723.3 47052.2 53826.5
(3, N) 67667.8 81633.6 96866.3 113363. 131122. 150141.
(4, N) 130105. 157140. 186644. 218613. 253041. 289926.
(5, N) 211434. 255586. 303796. 356054. 412353. 472687.
(6, N) 311478. 376765. 448083. 525418. 608757. 698091.
(7, N) 430124. 520540. 619343. 726514. 842037. 965898.
(8, N) 567298. 686816. 817461. 959209. 1.11204 · 106 1.27593 · 106
(9, N) 722949. 875529. 1.04236 · 106 1.22341 · 106 1.41865 · 106 1.62806 · 106
(10, N) 897044. 1.08664 · 106 1.29398 · 106 1.51904 · 106 1.76179 · 106 2.02219 · 106
(11, N) 1.08956 · 106 1.3201 · 106 1.57228 · 106 1.84606 · 106 2.14139 · 106 2.45825 · 106
(12, N) 1.30048 · 106 1.57591 · 106 1.87724 · 106 2.20442 · 106 2.55741 · 106 2.93618 · 106
(13, N) 1.52978 · 106 1.85403 · 106 2.20883 · 106 2.5941 · 106 3.00982 · 106 3.45593 · 106
(14, N) 1.77747 · 106 2.15447 · 106 2.56702 · 106 3.01508 · 106 3.49858 · 106 4.01748 · 106
(15, N) 2.04354 · 106 2.4772 · 106 2.95182 · 106 3.46733 · 106 4.02368 · 106 4.6208× 106
TABLE VI. Results of the saddle point evaluation of the conformal central charge C
#N,M
T for the #N,M theories for 2 ≤M ≤ 15
and 10 ≤ N ≤ 15.
